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As
I Saw It
Renshi Alan Maconachie, Editor
The scene: a Tuesday night at the Radcliffe dojo,
a senior Kyu grading.
It was time for some defence against a boxer
for a rather tall, weighing in at around 70
kilos, junior Brown Belt being graded to senior
Brown.
Sam, a newly graded Shodan who is a bit shorter
than the Gradee and maybe slightly lighter, after
asking the Principal and with his somewhat
slightly hesitant agreement, if it would be OK
to put on the boxing gloves, stepped up to test
the defender.
The Þrst round went off fairly quickly with a
few stops as the opponents came too close to
the edge of the tatami. At one stage it appeared
that the boxer was going to go through the dojo
wall but fortunately they both stopped about
half a metre short with the back of the boxer
caressing the ßoor.
The defender applied a strangle hold and after
a struggle the boxer called submit and the
defender was awarded a takedown. End of
bout.
The next bout was slightly more aggressive with
the boxer landing a few punches to the head of
the defender. The defender responded and went
for a big tackle that resulted in the boxer once
again slightly on the verge of the tatami with a
head that was at a precarious angle to the body.
The bout was stopped and restarted.
A few more attacks and defences by both when
suddenly the boxer went down and the defender
obtained a takedown with a hold and an attack
to the eyes. End of bout, end of test.
It was interesting to watch this particular
match, especially the differences in strategies,
as the defender may have held back just a little
more than usual. If this was the case, I am sure
that the boxer would have come back harder.
So what is so unusual about this particular
grading segment? Well the defender is male and
Sam a young lady (now an old married woman
who is active within the Academy).

A couple of activities that I found most enjoyable
at this year’s Annual National Seminar were a
session by Col Essery on Israeli army Þghting
techniques. Talk about a live or die attack and
defence method. It is total contact.
I experienced these techniques, controllably
dished out to me by Col, to be very fast,
aggressive and extremely demanding and
slightly painful on one’s body. I do not know
how Col survived three years of training at this
physical level, especially now that he is a little
past the half century mark.
Col took up the Israeli Þghting while living
in America recently. He had the idea that it
would keep him in sync with, and increase,
his martial arts knowledge and experience. It
sure as anything gave him a once in a lifetime
experience.
Col commented that, due to the physical
demands and a requirement for aggression,
which goes against Col’s nature, he would never
attempt anything like that again.
When you run into Col, ask him about the time
that he had bruised thighs from hip to knee.
The other activity I had a particular interest
in was an exchange of training and teaching
methods between Chief Instructors.
This session was very successful as it opened
up instructors to methods of conveying martial
art skills to students that some of us had not
thought of or tried. It also gave everyone a bit
of a laugh as it highlighted how easily one
puts into the background their ability to be a
student, especially when one is an instructor
and the openness to accept instruction is very
rarely practised.
With the passing of yet another year, old Father
Time is pushing me to back off a bit on most
things. Maybe I will and I might just sit back and
smell the roses. The heck I will, there is still too
much to be done and Someone Else has just left
town leaving behind a very big round-to-it.

Just shows that the Academy girls can get in
there and match it with the guys anytime and
give the guys a run for their money.

info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au
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Principal Overview
Shihan David Rowley, Principal

I would like to thank all those who attended the
black belt grading to support our Queensland
comrades on the day and to all who travelled
to the grading and participated on the day:
thankyou for your dedication to the Academy.
The junior seminars at Kaleen and Batemans
Bay went off well and once again I would like to
thank all those who organised and turned up
on the day to support these successful annual
events which promotes our Academy in local
communities.
Pete Wilson and his many helpers organised the
2009 Annual National Seminar with a number
of special guests demonstrating their particular
styles. It gives me great pleasure to thank them
for demonstrating their humbleness and sharing
their knowledge with the rest of us.
As I have mentioned before, it is easy to turn up
and enjoy the events of the day but you don’t
see all the hard work and running around by
the people behind the scenes who usually don’t
get the recognition that they deserve.
Congratulations to all those who have been
promoted in 2009.
It is good to see that Craig Swingler is improving
after his accident. Every time I see Craig I notice
the improvement in him. It’s amazing what the
body and mind can do.

One of the questions frequently asked at the
end of a black belt grading is:
What is the motto of the Academy?
Answer: Be master of yourself
Although this can mean many different things to
each of us, I think we should take time out and
think about what it means to us on a regular
basis as I sometimes think that this is forgotten
until the question is asked.
Remember
Practice respect, self restraint and humility at
all times in everything you do.

Message From Soke
Soke Peter Morton BEM, Founder
Laraine and I would like to wish all Black Belts
and students a Happy New Year and to thank
everyone for their support through 2009.
Without all Black Belts this club could not be
the club it is today and I would just like to thank
them for all the work which they put into their
branches every week.
Congratulations to Peter and Rhonda Wilson on
the birth of their Þrst grandchild-another black
belt coming up.
Congratulations also to our new Black Belts and
all the best to Matthew Farrell on the completion
of his grading in February. Also thanks to all
those who came to help at the grading.
I hope 2010 is a great year for all instructors
and students and thanks again to everyone for
all your work.
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Treasury Notes

Renshi Alan Maconachie, Academy Treasurer
Although Academy income was down on the
previous Þnancial year, the Academy’s stable
Þnancial position has enabled the Academy to
give back in quite a substantial way that has
been a beneÞt to all members.
As a not-for-proÞt organisation, it once again
has been very pleasing to the Board of Directors
to have been in a position that has enabled it to
give so much back to Academy members.
Summary
Income for the 2008–2009 Þnancial year was
down slightly on that of 2007–2008 and, like
the 2007–2008 Þnancial year, the 2008–2009
Þnancial year for the Academy ran at an overall
deÞcit.
This deÞcit was almost ten times that of the last
Þnancial year and it was primarily caused by
a substantial outlay on martial art equipment
for all branches.

If this purchase had not been
made then the Academy would
have made a small operating
surplus.
Other contributing factors
to the operating deÞcit were
an increase in reimbursement to the Principal
and Deputy Principal for travel, an increase
in insurance and an increase in partial
subsidisation of seminars and the Shodan
presentation dinner.
Full Þnancial report
An expanded Þnancial report is available to
Dan Belts in the login section of the Academy
web site.
Equipment purchase
Early in 2009, San Ryu Do equipment was
purchased and distributed to all Academy
branches throughout that year.

Academy Set Fees 2010
Category

Time period covered

$

Dan Belt Member
Dan Belt

01 January to 31 December inclusive

40

Ordinary Membr
Purple Belt, senior Kyu, junior Kyu,
Junior Black Belt, AEiM

01 January to 31 December inclusive

40

Ordinary Member / PCYC member
Purple Belt, senior Kyu, junior Kyu.
Only for concurrent memberships

01 January to 31 December inclusive

20

Temporary Member
Special purpose short-term provision of
the Academy martial art

Non-extendable limited time period of
less than twelve (12) months

15*

Life Member

Open

Exempt

New membership

Up to and inclusive of 31 December of
that calendar year from acceptance of a
new full membership by the Academy

40

Shodan course

Total time length of course

250*

Junior Black Belt course

Total time length of course

100*

Kyu grading

One grading

15

e.g. Women’s Self-Defence course

*Academy set fee only. Does not include a variable additional course fee for any additional
service that maybe required.

info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au
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Black Belt Bit
Our newest black belts
February 2009
James Melhuish

Walkerville, SA

Tanisha Ison

Batemans Bay, NSW

Sam Godwin

Hughes, ACT

Andrew Wright

Evatt, ACT

December 2009
Crispian Pascoe

Sunshine Coast, QLD

In the Þrst few weeks of this training I visited the
Adelaide University Judo Club dojo and David
took me to train with an acquaintance of his at
the Para Hills Boxing Club. This was to see how
other styles train differently to ours, and to see
what beneÞts each style has and what we can
learn from them.
In addition to our regular weekly class at
Walkerville, we began training two nights a
week, in David’s back shed, where we put
some mats down. Although it was cramped (we
had about 4m x 6m of mat space and a small
punching bag at one end of it), we made use of
what resources we had and trained diligently.
One of these nights would be dedicated to
techniques. The other was for Þtness, would
begin with a 2.5km run and then usually we’d
do various cardio or strength circuits for another
90 minutes. After a while of this, it was decided
that I needed to be doing at least an hour of
personal Þtness training every day I didn’t have
jujitsu training, and so began my new-found
afÞnity for running. Before long, I was running
between 6 and 15km on my “off-days” and really
came to enjoy simply putting one foot in front
of the other.

Sensei Crispian Pascoe receiving his black belt from
Shihan Edward Scharrer

My black belt journey
Sensei James Melhuish, Walkerville, SA
Sensei Melhuish successfully graded for his
black belt in February 2009 and is currently
instructing at the Walkerville branch.
I began training in 1998 (as an eleven year
old) after being harassed by some older kids
and deciding it would probably be a good idea
to learn some self defence. After doing some
research around the local area, my family and
I decided to give the self defence classes at the
local Walkerville YMCA a try. Needless to say,
I’ve been training with the Academy ever since.
Over the years at Walkerville, I have trained
under Tanya Ellis, Greg Fox, Jamie Sumsion,
Martin Gabb and David Clayton.
I passed my 1st Kyu sparring techniques on
5 December 2004 and, during the time between
then and starting shodan training, I had
some friends who were brown or soon-to-be
brown belts with whom I wished to go through
black belt training. Due to various personal
commitments, they were unable to make the
necessary commitment to training, so I Þnally
commenced my black belt training with Sensei
David Clayton in 2007, two months after classes
had already begun in Canberra.
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This regimen continued until my Þrst mock
grading in August 2008. After this, Craig
Swingler offered his own basement for us to
train in one night a week, with the other training
left for Þtness back at David’s. Here, also, we
had 4m x 6m of mat space, and so it became the
norm that our spatial awareness was critically
tested every time we attempted randori to avoid
throwing each other into the walls or Craig’s
glass sliding doors! After these trainings I would
also be required to run two kilometres.
Shortly after this we changed to two nights at
Craig’s house, with Craig introducing me to
a local street known to him called Target Hill
Road. Craig professed that this was the same
routine he’d used for 19 years, so it was proven
to work and so I would have to suffer through
it also.
He found some regular-sized house bricks and
split them in two, and these parts came to be
my new running companions. Once a week, half
a brick in each hand (about 1.5kg each) would
be walked 2km down Target Hill Road, where I
would do a circuit on a school oval using only
a soccer goal, some waist-height parallel bars
and a wooden log bench. Each set was made
up of:
• 20 sit-ups
• 20 leg-lifts lying down kicking my feet over
my head
www.petermortonjujitsu.org.au

• 20 incline push-ups on the bench
• 20 tricep dips on the bench
• 20 feet-together sideways jumps over the
bench

• Martin Gabb helped me with techniques, self
defence and boxing (graded 1996)
• Tom Atterton attacked in self defence at my
mock gradings (graded 1994)

• 20 chin-ups on the soccer goal

• Tanya Ellis even drove 60km to help give
feedback at my 1st mock grading while being
very pregnant.

• 20 knee-to-chest vaults over the waist-height
parallel bar

• a friend of Craig’s who is a boxer was brought
in especially to attack for boxing

Initially it was only two circuits, then after a
fortnight it became three sets of the circuit and
for the Þnal month it was up to Þve sets. At the
end of the circuits on the oval, I’d pick up my
beloved bricks and have to run back up Target
Hill Road to Craig’s house. It’s about 100m of
easy ßat running before a kilometer-long 40degree up-slope, with another short ßat easing
to a downhill for about 200m before crushing
you with a 700m 15-degree up-hill again.

• we also co-opted a 1st kyu Ben Jeffries for the
last 6 weeks to be a different body for judo
randori as the need for a younger body.

• 20 step-ups per leg on the bench

My Þrst recorded time up the hill was almost
14 minutes, but by the week before my grading
I made it up the hill in 9 minutes 35 seconds.
This was the third-fastest time of the 13 people
whom Craig has put through this program and
survived to grade.
After my Þrst mock grading, we also began
training on Sunday mornings at 9am. These
were conducted in exactly the same format
as the Þnal grading would predictably be: in
this way warm-ups, basic strikes, breakfalls,
techniques, self defence, boxing and judo were
practiced every week. The only difference was
that before training I would do 2 sets of 10
minute sprints over a 20m distance, and had
10 seconds to cover the distance, recover and be
back facing the opposite way and going again.
Basically this meant doing 2 sets of 60 sprints
before even beginning the “grading” every
Sunday! After each Sunday training, I would
also have to run 4km in what we affectionately
called “the party” since this was said to be as
tiring as staying awake celebrating after the
actual grading.
From late November (after my second mock
grading) until December, I had Paul Arnold
coming out and helping Craig teach me for a
few weeks—particularly developing my boxing
techniques and movement. From this time on,
Craig made every effort to have me training
with as many people as he could, and I worked
with:
• Paul Jurkowski (who was visiting from
Japan, graded 1983) on my boxing
• Gareth Kramer on my takedowns and self
defence (he drove for 4 hours to come to
my 3rd mock grading at 9am on a Sunday,
graded 2005)
• Steve Whelan came out many Sundays to
attack whenever needed (graded 2002)
• Marilyn Middaugh on the mental aspects of
being a martial artist and being an instructor
(graded 1983)
info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au

This was all in addition to working with Craig
and Dave several times every week. Craig also
ensured that I developed mental toughness by
doing many “unconventional” exercises such
as:
• concentration and focus development
• energy development and ßow
• defence against attacks with everyday
weapons such as garden rakes, shovels,
sticks, chains, tennis racquets and whatever
else he could Þnd
We did body conditioning where Craig would
hit me in the torso while I tensed up to teach
me how to breathe when hit and how to not get
hurt when being hit.
We did judo blindfolded, self-defence blindfolded
(using grabbing techniques only) and, in the
Þnal weeks of training, Craig was attacking
me with an actual kitchen knife for my knife
defences so that I knew exactly how real the
threat is.
While training for boxing takedowns, I was
required to get at least 3 submissions in a
minute whereas on grading day I was asked to
get 2 in 90 seconds.
Our training ensured that by the time my Þnal
grading came around, I had trained with people
of every physical size and shape. This was so
that I would know how to defend myself against
any attacker put in front of me on the day, from
the short, fast and wiry, short, stocky and hardhitting to even taller and stronger opponents
again.
I was also fortunate that the weeks leading
up to the grading were very hot in Adelaide
(usually above 40 degrees) and so I became
used to training in this weather but on grading
day it was in the high 20s and so my body was
accustomed to working under more extreme
conditions.
I achieved my Shodan black belt with the Peter
Morton Academy of Judo Jujitsu Karate on
21 February 2009 and was assessed by Dave
Rowley, Ed Scharrer, Graham Darby and Pete
Wilson. I was the only candidate being totally
assessed, while there were 3 candidates who
re-graded only on their boxing defences from
the previous grading in December 2008.
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It was an honour to have Frog come out and
watch my grading from start to Þnish, and he
also came to the presentation dinner later that
day. This effort from him will never be forgotten
and I can only hope to aspire to his likeness.
I cannot thank both of my main instructors
enough, nor the attackers and opponents I had
for judo randori, self defence and boxing on the
day of my grading and at all times prior.
I think it is the human make-up of the Academy
that keeps us all held in such high regard both

internally and by other martial artists. Starting
with Frog and looking thereafter, it is clear that
the standard of instructors determines the
performance of his or her students, and thus
the skill of the next generation of instructors
will be inßuenced.
I am proud to have achieved shodan, recognise
it is only the Þrst step in a never-ending journey
and hope for a long and productive future
involvement with the Academy and all of its
members.

Promotions, Awards & Appointments 2009
Promotions

Name
Craig Swingler
Peggy O’Malley
Ben Innes
Cameron Owers
Danny Ramsden
Julie Streeter
Amanda Noble
Sean Noble
Sarah Luck
Phil Townsend

Branch
Walkerville
Radcliffe
Durras
Kaleen
Isabella Plains
Charnwood
Batemans Bay
Batemans Bay
Evatt
Kaleen

Promoted to
7th Dan
6th Dan
6th Dan
5th Dan
3rd Dan
3rd Dan
3rd Dan
3rd Dan
2nd Dan
2nd Dan

Awards
Peter Morton Perpetual Trophy
Basic Steps Kata
Isabella Plains, ACT
National Self-Defence Trophy
Two-man attack
Castlecove, NSW
Leonie Corey Trophy
Most outstanding Academy junior member
Joint winners: Marc & Damon Doody, Walkerville, SA
Australian Martial Arts Hall of Fame
Martial Arts Legend: Shihan Peter ‘Frog’ Morton

Appointments
Elected positions
Academy Secretary
Academy Treasurer

Sam Arnold
Alan Maconachie

21 August 2009
21 August 2009

Leonie Corey Trophy 2009
The Leonie Corey Trophy is awarded annually
by the Academy for the Best and Fairest Junior
Member of the Year.

The Leonie Corey Trophy for 2009 was awarded
to joint winners Marc & Damon Doody from the
Walkerville, SA, branch.

Chief Instructors are asked to nominate one of
their junior students for consideration for this
trophy by submitting their name for selection
at the Annual National Seminar.
All nominees have shown to their respective
chief instructors that they have the qualities of
character that make them stand out as worthy
nominees for this honour and the judging panel
recognises that all junior members nominated
for this award are worthy of congratulations.
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Seminars

Junior seminars
ACT region—28 March
Host branch: Kaleen, ACT
To get the day rolling, Shihan Ed Scharrer got
everyone moving with a warm-up.
First up, guest martial artist Barry Bradshaw
introduced a game of strategy and know your
terrain called Octopus.
This game has an ‘Octopus’ in the middle of
the mat and all other participants try to cross
from one side of the mat to the other while the
Octopus endeavours to tag as many as possible.
Those that are tagged sit on the mat in the spot
where they are tagged.
As participants once again attempt to cross the
mat, they not only have to avoid the Octopus
but also the tagged sitters, as all are out to tag
those that are still mobile.
The game ends with the last man standing.
This game is not as easy as it may sound
because a runner not only has the Octopus, who
is fully mobile throughout the game, to contend
with but also the growing number of sitters.
It is a game of strategy and a runner must know
at all times not only where the Octopus might
be but also the place of each sitter.

Hints
• Hold down #1
Experiment with arm grip.
For example: lock in opponent’s arm and
grip your other arm or grab the attacker’s
belt or side of body.
• Hold down #2
Never cross your legs.
Make sure that your legs are as far apart
as possible.
Do not have a gap between your body and
an opponent’s body.
The application of pressure points was the
subject of Barry Bradshaw’s next session and
the practise of these left many sore spots on
bodies.
Shihans Rowley and Scharrer conducted a
session on the correct way of contact kicking
into a kick bag, which brought home to
participants how contact kicking varies to noncontact kicking into vacant space.
As the breaking of balance is so important
in many techniques, Shihan Rowley put
participants through a rigorous session on the
correct way of taking an opponent off balance,
which was demonstrated through a game of
breaking of balance game with marker cones.
This balance game involves the placement of
marker cones randomly within a designated
area on the mat. The object of the game is to
get your opponent to come into contact with a
cone by using the nine ways or more of breaking
balance. An added bonus is that any one of the
ways of breaking balance may be used to take
the opponent to ground.
A round ends when either opponent comes into
contact with a cone.

Next up Barry demonstrated and gave hints
about the application of any type of wrist lock.
Favourite quotes from Barry Bradshaw:
• About the fairer sex: “Girls make better
Þghters than boys because girls do not have
an ego and they are generally very ßexible.”

It is usually played over three bouts with the
best of three the winner.
All Þnesse goes out of a game and it is not
uncommon for an instructor to have to eat
humble pie when they are beaten by a junior.

• About instructors: “They are hooked into
what they already know.”
• About himself: “Watch me I’m very pretty. I
tell everyone that.”
A session was held by Shihan Rowley on hold
downs which concentrated on Hold Down #1:
arm position and grip, and Hold Down #2: leg
position.
info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au
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It is an excellent and very pleasurable way of
learning a very basic requirement of a main
part of our art.
If your branch does not have marker cones, then
you could put markers on the mat with tape and
at the end of all contests you could announce
that there will be a prize for the student that
collects the most tape off the mat.

Once again Kaleen hosted an excellent and
enjoyable seminar and all instructors should
make an effort to attend the next one. If you let
yourself you will have fun.

Once I did see the prize that was offered after all
tape was collected. It was 10 push-ups. I think
the winner felt a little ripped-off but accepted
the prize with a sense of humour and actually
did the push-ups to the cheers of onlookers.
Hints
• When breaking balance:
Turn your hips to break an opponent’s
balance.
Let your hips do the main part of the
movement.
Where your hips go your body will follow.
Lapel hand goes over the top of an opponent’s
shoulder in a turning wheel motion

Competition results

Two man attack
• Jessica Ellis, Radcliffe, NSW

Breaking balance #9 – in a circular motion,
an opponent’s elbow is moved up and the
grasped lapel down forcing an opponent to
the ground.
A session that proved very popular was shoulder
rolls with Shihan Scharrer.
Shihan took participants through all aspects of
a shoulder roll from the very basic kneeling on
the ßoor to the advanced roll, where the hand
just taps the ground and then, for the game, on
to full ßips onto very soft mats graduating onto
normal mats and dive rolls.
Some of the soft mats were set up so that the
inexperienced at a dive roll could have a go at
this roll without injury. The theory being that
with the knowledge of a softer mat to fall onto,
a student would lose any fear that they may
have of falling and this would free them up to
attempt a dive roll. This theory certainly proved
true. I think that this seminar deÞnitely now
holds the Academy record for the most wipeouts
accompanied by a hearty laugh, ever.

Basic Steps Kata
• Charnwood, ACT

Hint
• A roll should be comfortable.
Drill
• Shoulder roll between mats:
Form body into a ball.
Arms in a circle.
Tuck head in.
Roll over arms.
• Dive rolls over and onto very soft mats.
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Annual National Seminar
Canberra, ACT—21–23 August
Sensei Andrew Wright
The seminar was hosted by the Kaleen branch
and held at the Gold Creek Tourist Resort,
Canberra ACT.
Hello ladies and gents
The 2009 Annual National Seminar was another
great success and enjoyed by all. The seminar,
hosted by the Kaleen branch, brought together a
great variety of martial arts. Barry Bradshaw and
two of his students came up from Melbourne,
and, locally, Brath Barker and his students from
Rhee Tae Kwon Do and John Bear and his crew
always put on a great show but for some reason
the ceiling is always too low.
People started arriving Friday afternoon, with
a lot of meet and greets of old friends gathering
again, at 6:30 there was the Annual General
Meeting involving all Dan grades, then everyone
retired for the night for the long day ahead.
Saturday morning started with a rude awakening
by some of the Kaleen crew in camo and with
water guns and too much enthusiasm for that
early in the morning. Cameron Owers ran a
boot-camp-style warm up, involving a run
to an empty car park up the road where we
drilled with sprints, squats, and more sprints,
returning to the main hall where, starting at
20, we worked down to 1 set of each push-ups,
sit-ups and mountain climb, then a 2 minute
hover, then they let us have breakfast.
After breakfast we returned to the main hall for
the opening ceremony then the ßoor was given
to Ed and Rolls for a workshop on nerve centres:
where they are and how to apply them, and
various situations such as from a handshake,
a front kick, round punch, a front headlock and
the infamous double lapel technique.
With sore arms and legs, the Þrst of our guests,
Rhee Tae Kwon Do, arrived to take the next
session taking us through many variations
of their kicks from front, side, back, gliding,
stepping side, stepping back, travelling with
slide and spinning wheel kick. Also showing
the power of spinning kick with breaking
boards and an entertaining demonstration of
mixing martial arts with judo vs tae kwon do
with Þrstly Phil Townsend against one of their
students, then secondly Burgy got on the mat
with Brath.
At the end of morning tea, our second guest,
10th Dan Barry Bradshaw, took us through
attacking more nerve centres, wrist and arm
locks, nerve centres throat, collar bone, wrist
garcoon, shot to the ribs and other hitting
points, also variations of arm bars, hand holding
counter, a wrist hold takedown, and a wrist lock
to a surfboard clutch.

info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au

Then we broke for lunch. Upon returning we got
into our annual basic steps and two man attack
competitions. Each branch got on the mat and
demonstrated their Basic Steps Kata. The crew
for Castlegrove even tried something a little
different but, after a fantastic effort, making
it very difÞcult for the judges, the branch that
won was the boys from Isabella Plains, proudly
lead by Danny Ramsden.
The two-man attack was also hotly contested.
A member from each branch was chosen and
some great techniques where shown. Again, it
was another close decision and winning, for a
second time running, was Clair from Castlecove.
Let’s see if Clair can take it away again next
year.
Following the competitions, our third guest
to the seminar was John Bear. He and his
students took the ßoor and impressed us with
interesting arm bar takedowns, a spinning arm
bar takedown, Þgure four wrist locks, swinging
arm bar takedowns, under wrist with garcoon
arm bar takedown and some elegant clothesline
and clothesline throws which are rather difÞcult
to get right. After all that, they demonstrated
what they do best and showed us some of their
throws, which are magic to watch, but we lucked
out on seeing some really high throws because
they didn’t want to break the roof.
Once afternoon tea was done, it was back on
the mat for boxing drills with a partner with
lots of slipping punches, ducking, weaving and
counter punches with us all really working up
a sweat, ending with the important message of
‘self defence is not a sport’.
After a stretch and cool down we had our closing
ceremony.
After a few hours break we returned to the main
hall for dinner and presentations and speeches
with Peter Wilson as MC.
First were the promotions, presented by our
special guests John Bear and Barry Bradshaw
to Sarah Luck, Sean Noble, Amanda Noble,
Phil Townsend, Cameron Owers, Julie Streeter,
Ben Innes, Peggy O’Malley, Danny Ramsden
and Craig Swingler. There was also a special
presentation of a legends award to Frog by Barry
Bradshaw.
Then came the rafße winners and the auction
of a framed and signed gi jacket of Frog’s,
which Þnally sold for an amazing $2,100 to
the combination of Tanisha, Simon and Trent
Ison.
After congratulations to all, the party continued;
some stayed in the hall where we hired a DJ,
some went into Civic and others went back to
their rooms.
The next morning, with a of lot very tired eyes
at breakfast, we gathered in the hall at 8am
where Phil took the Þrst warm up to a chorus
of groans at the mention of push-ups.
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Then we got into the San Ryu Do, which has
always been very entertaining, friend vs friend,
instructor vs student, and especially hard for
those who had a big night before to get on the
mat.
With that done, our guest Barry Bradshaw’s
students took the ßoor and showed us some
dynamic throws and some graceful katas. Then
Barry returned to the mat and took us through
some defence against a boxer, rules, theories
and practical combinations.
Then the black belts were taken to one side of
the hall for an instructing workshop, while the
rest had a grappling competition, which even
distracted some the black belts from what they
should have been doing. We Þnished up with
a cool down then gathered round the mat for
the closing ceremony where there were much

thanks to the Kaleen branch for a great seminar,
thanks to all the black belts and students
who made it such an enjoyable time, and the
announcement that next years seminar will
be at Gold Creek again on the weekend of 21
August 2010.
Special thanks had to go to a lot of people as
their group effort made putting this seminar
together a lot easier. A special mention must go
to Debbie Howard and Julie Streeter; these two
ladies made so much happen we can’t thank you
enough, I know you’re grateful it’s over.
Finally, bowing out for the last time that
weekend there were a lot of hugs and farewells
between old and new friends as we all parted
ways for another year, heading home tired, a
head full of new ideas and looking forward to
next year when we do it all again.

Be Master of Yourself

Annual National Seminar
20–22 August 2010
Canberra, ACT

The Annual National Seminar in 2010 will be held in Canberra, ACT.
More information will be available on the Academy’s web site and
forwarded to branches as the event approaches.
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Club Matters
Academy membership fee invoice

Events calendar 2010
South-east region
Junior Seminar
Sat 20 Mar
Sat TBA Sep

Kaleen
Batemans Bay

9:00am
9:00am

Combined Senior
Wed 24 Mar
Wed 16 Jun
Thu
9 Sep
Mon 29 Nov

Grading
Hughes
Evatt
Kaleen
Queanbeyan

7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm

Shodan Grading
Sat
27 Nov Radcliffe

9:00am

Black Belt Forum (all meetings start 7:30pm)
Fri
26 Feb Kaleen Sports Club
Fri
25 Jun Kaleen Sports Club
Fri
19 Nov Kaleen Sports Club
Annual National Seminar 2010 (incl AGM)
20–22 Aug (Fri–Sun)
Canberra, ACT
Venue TBA
Note: Timetable subject to change, check web site
for up-to-date details.

Membership
For an individual to participate in or provide the
Academy martial art and associated services,
that individual MUST be a registered full
or temporary member of the Academy. This
includes all juniors, seniors and instructors.
Yes—this means all Dan Belts as well.
All members (except Life Members) MUST pay
an Academy membership fee and all members
(including Life Members) MUST annually
complete a membership form. This is required
so that the Academy has a proper record of its
members, as required by law and for insurance
purposes.
It is the responsibility of a branch Chief
Instructor to ensure that every active member
in their branch, including themself, has
completed a membership form and has paid the
appropriate Academy membership fee.
Branch membership list
By law, a register of members must be maintained
by the Academy and provided to authorities
upon request. When called for, all branches
must provide a list of members on the approved
Branch Membership List form.
A list of members by branch has to be submittted
to the Academy’s insurer every year. The insurer
requires that these names be provided for each
branch on the approved Branch Membership List
form and no other format is acceptable.

info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au

When Academy membership fees are due, an
invoice is forwarded to a branch Chief Instructor
and prompt payment is required.
A Chief Instructor must ensure that their
branch has sufÞcient funds to pay these fees
when they are called for.
So plan ahead chief instructors, you have plenty
of warning when these monies are due and
called for. It occurs every year.
Academy membership card
An Academy membership card is available
for any student that wants one. These can be
obtained from any chief instructor on request.
It’s a very good idea to get one of these cards
as it contains a record of your grading dates
for each kyu belt. It’s also proof of grade and
identiÞcation if you transfer to, or want to train
at, another branch.

Branch news
New South Wales
• Sensei Jennifer Thomas handed over the
Chief Instructor position of the Castlecove,
NSW, branch to Sensei Damon Taylor in
August 2009. Jennifer will continue on at
the branch as an instructor.
• Renshi Rod Patrick retired as Chief Instructor
of the Batemans Bay, NSW, branch and
Sensei Amanda Noble has taken on the
role.
Australian Capital Territory region
Sometime in 2010 there will be a combined
senior Kyu training night for branches in the
ACT region.
The idea is to offer senior Kyu students and
instructors an opportunity to experience
teaching and training methods as presented
by unfamiliar instructors and for all to take on
board an experience of another dojo.
Also in 2010 there is a plan to offer instructor
rotation around the various branches of the
Academy.
Details of these events are yet to be Þnalised.

Boxing
The Board of Directors is in the process of
reviewing and amending the boxing training and
grading guidelines and rules for both Kyu and
Shodan, with Þnalisation and implementation
aimed at the scheduled Shodan grading of
27 November 2010.
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Annual National Seminar

Academy items for sale

The Academy Annual National Seminar (ANS)
2010, and future seminars, will be organised in
a slightly different method to those of past.

Badges
Contact info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au

Instead of an Academy branch taking on the
total burden and Þnancial responsibility of a
seminar, an Annual National Seminar Oversight
Committee (ANSOC) has been formed to handle
this event.

• Merit badges: Branches to order directly from
England or the USA. Orders can be placed
online with a credit card and they generally
arrive within 7 days.

The Board of Directors has appointed Sensei
Andrew Wright of the Evatt, ACT, branch as
head of the ANSOC and it is his duty to organise
and bring to a successful completion the ANS
2010.
Andrew will be the contact for all aspects of
the ANS 2010 and he has authority to hire and
Þre members of this committee and to solicit
help from any reasonable source. So if anyone
has anything to offer towards the ANS 2010
please contact Andrew, as he would appreciate
all help.

• Academy badges: $8.00

Belts
Contact Peter Wilson
• Black belts: New or replacement dan belts.
$70.00 approx
Books
Contact info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au
• Many Mountain Summits:
40th anniversary Academy history book.
$15.00
Merchandise with Academy logo
Contact info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au
• Sling bag: $40.00
• Key ring (metal): $10.00
• Pen (blue ink): $3.00

www.petermortonjujitsu.org.au
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Branch Reports
Australian Capital Territory
Charnwood
Sensei Julie Streeter, Chief Instructor
Report not submitted.
Contact: Sensei Julie Streeter
Dojo: St Thomas Aquinas Primary School,
25 Lhotsky St, Charnwood ACT
Training: Wed: Jr 6pm–7:30pm

Erindale
Renshi David Burgemeister, Chief Instructor
A new stone was turned this year at PCYC
Erindale. The start of a junior class was unveiled
and was an immediate success. Having an
initial 4 juniors, it has grown into 10-12 regular
juniors (just comfortable in a small Dojo). Four
of the kids are around 5 years of age so they are
certainly keeping us on our toes.
Who are ‘us’ you may ask? Well, you’ve got
Kris Arnold currently in training to grade for
Shodan early next year with his lovely wife and
freshly-graded black belt, Sam Arnold, helping
out occasionally. We also have ol’ faithful
Scampy doing a Þne job of drilling the seniors
and myself, Burgy, struggling to keep up & hold
together.
I might stop there and Þrstly congratulate Kris
and Sam for successfully getting married on
7 March. A beautiful day was had by all at
the picturesque Narooma Golf course. Kris
struggled a bit coming around on hole number
3, a par 3 with a slow green and that capped
off a disappointing round for Kris Þnishing
with many bogies on the day. I could probably
put it down to a poor performance of Kris’s
caddie, best man Damo Taylor, for not only poor
footwear selection but club selection also. Sam,
however, played absolutely beautifully on the
day, much like her dress, and breezed through
with a clear round. Sam’s performance was a
clear example that her entourage was clearly far
more superior, wore appropriate footwear and
were clearly better looking!
Kris returned with a better performance on the
night with a dazzling display of the wedding
waltz to take the win and take home the prize.
Marvelous effort that. Well done Sam & Kris for a
great wedding day. Congratulations to you both
and best wishes for many years to come.
Back to training!
We have had a number of successful gradings
this year. Six juniors have made the history
books for being the Þrst juniors to grade to
their yellow belts at the Erindale branch. Emily
Fisher, Nathan Smith, Dominic & Lachlan
info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au

Sibley, Angus & Sam Rickets well done kids for
doing a great job. Nathan Smith and Lachlan
Sibley have just recently moved up to Seniors
to join Matt and Steph who have successfully
graded to orange belt this year.
Another grading success for the year is Tash
Crossman, now affectionately known as Tash
Mavec, who is not an Erindale hometown girl but
part of the family anyway. Tash demonstrated
the greatest conÞdence in her own ability to not
only grade for brown belt (known to be no walk
in the park), and did it easily mind you, but
also managed to get herself married just weeks
before. Who does that? She’s a freak!
Congratulations to a very nice couple Dante &
Tash on their wedding day, 22 November. May
you live long and happy together, train hard
and spawn many kids to continue training with
the PMAJJK!
That just about wraps it for us at Erindale this
year. Wishing you all a Merry Xmas and a Happy
New Year, looking forward to training with you
next year.
Contact: Renshi David Burgemeister
Dojo: Erindale Police & Citizens Youth Club,
Wanniassa ACT
Training: Wed: Jr 6–7pm, Sr 7–8pm

Evatt
Report not submitted.
Contact: Renshi Graham Darby
Dojo: Evatt Primary School, Heydon Cr, Evatt
ACT
Training: Wed: Jr 7–8pm, Sr 8–9:15pm

Hughes
Renshi Simon MacNab, Chief Instructor
It’s been a bit of an eventful year at Hughes in
2009. This year saw the return to Hughes of
our two newest black belts, Sam and Dante,
taking some of the pressure off Maca and Tuck,
and now that he’s recovered from his horrible
knee injury Kris should grade for his Shodan in
March, further boosting our instructor ranks.
Both Sam and Dante managed to sneak a bit of
time off from training to get married (not to each
other) and go on honeymoons, Maca wrangled
a few weeks off for some coaching training (and
a symposium, whatever that is) and Tuck had
some forced rest for surgery and recovery (his
knee and his shoulder), which was admittedly
a lot less fun than the others. It won’t be long
before we have Þve instructors back on the
mats at Hughes, and this time they’ll all have
black belts!
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We had a good intake of juniors this year and
had a group of our newest grade for their yellow
belts on the last day of term. They were told what
to expect on the day, and impressively one or
two had prepared a little more than others. Tuck
hobbled in to oversee the grading, and his pride
was clear as he saw how his newest students
had improved so much. Throughout the year we
also had several students progress through to
orange and green and Beth achieved her junior
blue belt – a fantastic feat. The kids are doing
well and we’ve deÞnitely been seeing a bit more
focus in the last term or so, so keep it up guys!
Now that our dojo has been expanded, and we
have a good class of assorted belt colours, we’ll
aim to boost numbers in 2010.
It has also been a successful grading year for
our seniors, with Hughes delegations attending
most of the joint gradings. After spending an
inordinate amount of time on his orange belt,
Nige made short work of his green and blue
belts, doing us proud with his efforts. Alex
moved up to seniors and gave an excellent
showing for his senior blue belt in December –
even managing a tomoe nage in two-man attack,
which the audience enjoyed! Pat and Jack had
strong gradings to get their orange belts and
Isaac Þnally graded for his yellow, after what
seemed like years of preparation. We have a few
newbies, who are all showing a lot of enthusiasm
and we look forward to seeing more of them
in 2010. Vjelko and his son have returned to
Croatia and Jack is, unfortunately, leaving
us for Melbourne, maintaining the tradition
of Hughes Jujitsu sending representatives
interstate and international.

hall, and we would not be able to train at the
hall until at least term 2. Quick negotiating by
Sensei Ramsden had us walking up the road
and training with the Erindale branch for the
term. Erindale branch were incredibly good to
us and we had a very successful and rewarding
time, hosted by Renshi Burgemeister and Sensei
Scamp.
Term 2 brought us back to Isabella Plains but
– surprise, surprise! – the hall wasn’t Þnished,
so we were graciously allocated a class room at
the back of the school to train in for the next
1½ terms until the hall was ready.
Members from the branch attended the Annual
National Seminar in August and were rewarded
by taking away the Basic Steps trophy, despite
disparaging remarks from members of the
judging panel regarding the thuggish good looks
of those assembled on the mat.
The other big event for the year was the cameo
appearance of Sensei Jo Essex, who we were
hoping would join us on a regular basis; we
even went easy on the warm up! Where are you
Jo? Hopefully he will return to regular training
in 2010.
Junior Class
With all of the turmoil with the venues, we still
managed to keep a very large kids’ class which,
through a fantastic effort, had a grading at the
start of term 3. Renshi Teys from Queanbeyan
made the interstate trip to come over and
undertake a very successful grading. Results
are as follows:
Emma

Yellow belt

Hughes had a smaller than usual contingent
at the Annual National Seminar this year (just
Sam, Nige and Jack), but our guys pulled off a
close second in the basic steps competition and
we’re hungry for a victory next year!

Jack

Yellow belt

Wesley

Yellow belt

Kurt

Orange belt

Jake

Orange belt

Merry Christmas and good job everyone for
2009. Look forward to seeing you all in 2010.

April

Orange belt

Isabel

Blue belt

Jess

Blue belt

Contact: Renshi Simon MacNab
Dojo: Hughes Primary School, Kent St, Hughes
ACT
Training: Wed: Jr 6:30–7:30pm, Sr 7:30–9pm

Isabella Plains
Craig Grant
It has been a huge year at Isabella Plains with
hall changes, gradings and attendance.

Congratulations to all of the above!
As with previous years two awards are presented
at the end of term 4 for the Best and Fairest and
Most Improved junior students. Well deserved
congratulations to Jakeb – Best and Fairest –
and Evan – Most Improved.

We started the year with the January Saturday
morning Þtness sessions, run by no other than
the “Machine” Sensei Ramsden. This involved
numerous activities undertaken up hills and
under sprinklers until any thought you had
of a hangover from the night before became a
distant memory replaced by the basic need to
inhale oxygen into your lungs.
The formal sessions for the year started with
the advice that Kevin Rudd had given Isabella
Plains school a stack of cash to upgrade their
16 - The Academy 2009
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Our last training night of the year had 23 kids
on the mat!!!!!

Isabella Plains hosted the last grading for the
year and were overwhelmed by the huge turnout
to a very successful grading. Not to mention
that Marc and Matt graded to blue belt, Harley
to green belt and Steve to yellow belt.
For the Þrst time in many years, Isabella Plains
branch will start 2010 with students in every
grade level. It will also see our training night
move from Wednesday to Tuesday night, which
will take a bit of getting used to, as training night
has historically marked “hump day”, with all
other activities scheduled around getting to the
Wednesday session. The move will provide ACTbased members training options from Monday
through to Thursday and hopefully enable a
few more Dan grades to visit the branch from
time to time.

Senior Class
As you can imagine, the Senior class all returned
to training incredibly buff, Þt and ßexible after
Sensei’s Saturday training sessions, which
enabled us to also have a very successful year
with all long term students gaining at least one
grading.
The term 3 grading at Kaleen had 8 Isabella
Plains students up for grading. Thanks to a huge
amount of preparation and training from Sensei
Ramsden, we had a successful night. (It’s not
true that everyone from Isabella is a thug.)

Contact: Sensei Danny Ramsden
Dojo: Isabella Plains Primary School, Ellerston
Ave, Isabella Plains ACT
Training: Tue: Jr 6:30–7:30pm, Sr 7:30–9:30pm

Kaleen
Report not submitted.
Contact: Shihan Peter Wilson
Dojo: St Michaels Primary School, Tyrrell Cct,
Kaleen ACT
Training: Thu: Jr 6:30–8pm, Sr 8–9:30pm

Andrew

Yellow belt

Dave

Yellow belt

St Edmunds

Tory

Yellow belt

Report not submitted.

Harley

Orange belt

Marc

Green belt

Ric

Brown belt

Contact: Shihan Eddie Scharrer
Dojo: St Edmund’s College, Canberra Ave,
GrifÞth ACT
Training: Wed: 4:45–6:30pm

Chris

Brown belt

Craig

Brown belt

info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au
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New South Wales
Batemans Bay
Sensei Amanda Noble, Chief Instructor
The Batemans Bay branch had a big year with
two of our browns passing their Shodan black
belt, one in December last year and the other
this year, congratulations Shea Walshe and
Tanisha Ison.

Congratulations to our annual award
winners:
• Best and fairest boy: Patrick Harris
• Best fairest girl: Kate Anne Prendergast
• Most improved Junior: Alastair Brown
• Club person of the year: Kelly Stove
• Senior Best and fairest: Simon Evans
We start back in the New Year on Tuesday
9 February at the Batemans Bay Primary
School, Juniors 5:45 till 7pm and Seniors 7 till
8:30pm.
Looking forward to the New Year and what it
may bring. See you all at the National Senior
Seminar!

Our Junior Seminar went well; we had a lot
of kids coming from Canberra, Durras and
Batemans Bay. It turned out to be roughly 35
degrees and we all learnt a bit about hydration
and how important water is. Thank you to all
who were involved and making it a successful
seminar.
The children learnt about grappling, some Judo
manoeuvres and brushed up on techniques.

Contact: Sensei Amanda Noble
Dojo: Batemans Bay Primary School, Mundarra
Way, Surfside NSW
Training: Tue: Jr 5:45–7:00pm, Sr 7:00–8:30pm

Castlecove
Sensei Damon Taylor, Chief Instructor
2009 was a year of transition for the Castlecove
Branch. After gaining a black belt in December
2008, our branch was disappointed to lose its
two Claires of seminar San Ryu Do fame (don’t
tell me you don’t remember these two!!!) to
study commitments. Our two favourite girls are
sorely missed but still manage to pop in from
time to time!
In terms of progress, Sam Oram and Mark
Lambert have been coming along nicely. Sam
has graded twice this year to reach green belt
and is Þghting Þt for a January grading for his
blue. Also showing good improvement, Mark
earned his yellow belt and is all set to grab his
orange in the new year.

We have also been involved in the local High
Schools Futures Week, where we have been
doing demonstrations and workshops with
students and teaching them self defence, and
got some good responses.

Castlecove has also been fortunate enough to
gain a new member and perhaps even a new
instructor this year as well. Caitlyn Ellwood,
formerly a member of the Kaleen branch, has
come up to Sydney for university and has
impressed everyone with her enthusiasm for
getting back into training. Who knows – there
may even be a blue belt in the ofÞng for Caity
in January as well!
Luke Baranowski has also been a welcome
addition to the Castlecove ranks. I think
everyone will remember Luke from his days at
Batemans Bay and, though he has struggled to
Þt us in around work commitments, we have
enjoyed his instruction and personal training
expertise and hope to see a lot more of him.
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Thanks everyone for a wonderful year and a
special thank you to Jen Thomas as my black
belt partner in crime. It’s been a good year and
I hope for many more.
Contact: Sensei Damon Taylor
Dojo: Castlecove Golf Club, 65 Deepwater Road,
Castle Cove NSW
Training: Thu: Sr 6:30–8:00pm

Durras
Report not submitted.

than The Master himself, with a lot of help, I
might add, from our one and only senior Blue
Belt Gary L.
We are hoping that Patrick will be able to go
on further and with some more high quality
training become the Þrst Shodan to roll out of
Radcliffe. One can only dream and give as much
support as possible.
Later in the year we, that is The Master Dave
Rowley, tried out a different approach to
practical self-defence training.

Contact: Renshi Ben Innes
Dojo: Durras Hall, South Durras NSW
Training: Fri: Jr/Sr 5:30-7:00pm

Students were lined up in two rows a couple
of steps apart and facing each other, one
side as the attacker and the other side as the
defender.

Queanbeyan

The attack row would head toward the defence
row in an aggressive manner. As the attackers
approached, the defending row, with a stern
look upon their faces, aggressively shouted
stop!

Report not submitted.
Contact: Renshi Scott Teys
Dojo: YMCA Centre, Karabar
Training: Mon: Jr 6:15–7:15pm, Sr 7:30–9pm

Radcliffe
Renshi Alan Maconachie, Instructor
I see that it is that time of the year to once again
report on the doings of the Radcliffe branch.
Let us see what has occurred? Oh yeah, in
chronological order, Sensei Gerry informed us
that he was, due to ill health, taking the Þrst
three months off from the Academy during
2009. To date he has not returned and we have
adapted to having one less instructor.
At the start of the year I turned up at the dojo
to set up for the night and there waiting to be
initiated with the sweat of a thousand smelly
feet were fourteen new shiny blue tatami mats
(the soft, rubber western version of course). Hell
and damnation thought I, now I have seventyseven mats to lay down. Oh well, thought I
once again, it is a good warm-up to the night’s
entertainment.
Seriously though, we really need this mat area
as our regular contingent of students has grown
into giants. I keep telling their parents that
this is what happens when you feed them. The
students I mean.
Now for the bragging bit.

Well they were supposed to be aggressive but
all that was heard were barely audible little
squeaks of stop.
After a few runs through this exercise and with
some playacting from The Master, inhibitions
were overcome, the penny dropped and the
defenders screamed with aggression.
As a variation to this exercise, the defending
row, with an outstretched arm and hand in
a stop position, aggressively shouted stop!
This had an affect of stopping the attacker in
their tracks, especially on the Þrst run or two
through.
To add variety, the dojo lights were turned off,
to the delight of participants, and the attacker
made a move as quiet as possible in any
direction toward the defender. As the lights
came back on the defender had to locate their
attacker and apply the outstretched arm/stop
defence technique.
This little exercise went down very well with
our merry band of future Shodan trainees
and they didn’t realise that they were being
sneakily taught something. They could not get
enough of this variation to training to satisfy
their never-ending desire for knowledge and
entertainment.

Radcliffe had an excellent victory at the Kaleen
Junior Seminar when the two-man attack
trophy was brought home to Radcliffe by Jessica
E. This was a unanimous decision by the judges.
A victory well deserved and well defended.
Patrick B, whose name happens to resemble the
colour of his belt, graded for and was awarded
his senior Brown Belt at the senior Kyu grading
on 30 June at Radcliffe. There is nothing like
a home dojo advantage to spur one on. He
performed as we had expected, top of his class.
Then again look at who taught him, none other
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Radcliffe junior blue belt class
(All graded successfully to brown at the end of 2009)
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Even though Shihan Dave has been absent from
the Radcliffe branch quite a bit this year, due
to many and varied reasons, it has still been a
fun year at Radcliffe. The instructors here did
not miss the opportunity of the boss’ many nonshows for a while the cat is away the mice will
play training night.

Contact: Shihan Dave Rowley
Dojo: Stoney Creek Hall, 16 Gathering Place,
Radcliffe Estate NSW
Wednesday: Jr 6:30–7:30pm, Sr 7:30–9:30pm

R

adcliffeDojo
Traditional self-defence

This is how dangerous Martial Arts can get...

I SAID TO
BREAKFALL!
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Queensland
Sunshine Coast
Report not submitted.
Contact: Shihan Mark Tomasich
Dojo: Sunshine Coast PCYC, Youth Ave,
Nambour QLD
Training: Tue & Thu: Jr 6-7:30pm, Sr 6-8pm

South Australia
Walkerville
Sensei David Clayton, Chief Instructor
At Walkerville branch, 2009 has been an eventful
year. The year commenced with James Melhuish
successfully grading to Shodan in Canberra in
February. Thank you to all who attended the
grading that day, and congratulations to the
other trainees from Canberra and the Bay who
also made Shodan.
The branch has experienced waxes and wanes of
membership as people have come and gone due
to work, illness and competing interests. Paul
Arnold came back to train with us for a short
time, and I have also been assisted in absence by
Tom Atterton, Martin Gabb and Steve Whelan.
Craig Swingler stops in on weekends when he’s
not required in Whyalla – the class has beneÞted
from his knowledge and precision, and perhaps
from his warped sense of humour.
I was privileged in August this year to attend
the Australian Martial Arts Hall of Fame to see
Frog awarded 2009 Martial Arts Legend. It was a
humbling evening being surrounded by martial
artists commended for their contribution to the
art and to the community.
In July, two trainees, Ben Jeffries and Stephen
Newman, commenced their training for Shodan.
Both have shown a great deal of growth this year
as they delve into the complexities of our art and
both are progressing rapidly as instructors. The
boys are enjoying Craig as their head trainer
and learning from 30 years of knowledge of
technique, club history and club stories.

The year progressed rapidly and in August I
was privileged to take a team of 11 participants
to 2009 Annual National Seminar. We brought
‘home’ to Canberra the Peter Morton Perpetual
Trophy for Basic Steps, trained hard to keep it
and were pleased to see the trophy passed on to
another branch. All students learned a great deal
from the demonstrations and developed a new
appreciation for like arts. Marc Doody put on a
great show in the self defence competition and
caught the eye of Frog and Kancho Bradshaw.
It was a proud moment for father Graham, and
for me, when both Marc and Damon Doody were
awarded the Leonie Corey Trophy; there were a
few moist eyes that day.
There have been successes and losses in
the martial arts journey, in personal and
professional lives of all students this year. I
commend all the students and instructors in
South Australia for the efforts that they have
put in and for their own personal development.
The Academy family has expanded this year with
the birth of Matthew to Tanya Irvine (nee Ellis)
in February, and the arrival of Jacinta to Tom
Atterton in December.

Matthew Irvine

The year concluded with a grading followed by
a BBQ by the river – thanks Stephen. I wish to
thank both Stephen Newman and Ben Jeffries
for their support this year as instructors’
assistants. Also a great deal of thanks to James
info@petermortonjujitsu.org.au
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Melhuish my assistant instructor, and now
Shodan who, apart from continuing to grow as
an excellent teacher, has been ever reliable and
is taking on more responsibility in the branch.
Thank you to all the partners and parents of
students and instructors who let us do what
we love to do.

Contact: Sensei David Clayton
Dojo: Walkerville YMCA, 39 Smith St, Walkerville
SA
Training: Sat: Jr/Sr 9-11am

I leave you with a memory of AMAHOF 2009,
as an inductee quoted his wife, “Each time you
return from training, you come back a better
person than before.”

International
Kinloss, Scotland
Report not submitted.
Contact: Renshi Jamie Sumsion
Dojo: RAF base, Kinloss, Scotland
Training: TBA
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Bits ‘n’ Pieces
Craig’s bit

Renshi Craig Swingler is a long-time member of the Academy.
Craig has been instrumental in the formation and promotion of South
Australian branches and has played a major role in the management of
the Academy.
It’s been a few years since my last article,
however for the last 2 years I had a good excuse:
focusing on health since being forced to do the
highest ever break fall, although a bit scrappy
having hit the ground at over 60km an hour.
It did help save my life in combination with
all the years of training in learning to control
emotions but the main thing that saved my life
was just luck having that ambulance going past
and getting to me so quickly as I was losing a
lot of blood.
Having been training now for over 30 years with
the Academy you start to re-evaluate what we
are teaching; after all, you only have to look
around and there are a number with longer
service. So what keeps that many people around
and what contribution have those that have
been around made to society? Well it’s what we
all teach: “Balance in life”, the ability to learn
and adapt. When you look around you see a
heap of nice people, not brilliant but with an
ability to blend as the way to change anything
is not by confrontation but by calm negotiation
and guidance.
As a young man (once with hair) I used to be
asked “why are you doing martial arts you don’t
need it”. My reply was: “it gives me an avenue
to remove aggression in a socially acceptable
manner which is why I am calm”. However, now
years later, having thought carefully about the
meaning of the Academy’s motto “Be Master of
Yourself”, it has far broader application.
At the last Annual National Seminar, I presented
the Academy business plan in combination with
Dave Clayton, co-author, to all chief instructors
present, after getting comments from Dave and
Eddie as our Principal and Deputy. The plan was
endorsed as a working document over the next
12 months, with myself as chairman during this
period to help implement.
In combination with the plan we held a brain
storming session, Þrst with Chef Instructors
present, then all black belts and Þnally all
students present. The outcome of the session
was that over time as a club we have become a
little apathetic as it is always the same people
doing things and others being too respectful of
rank and not wanting to offend. But everyone
had the same common wishes for the Academy
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as follows:
• Shared vision for
now and the future
• I m p r o v e
communication and
interaction of all members of the Academy
• Improve market presence and examine new
market opportunities
• Improve membership retention and examine
funding opportunities to assist Þnancially
• National accreditation coaching recognition
• Branch Chief Instructors contribution is
welcomed to assist in administration
As all positions within the Academy are non
Þnancial, it will not be done overnight but will
be consultative as everyone wants a shared
vision that they can take ownership of and with
many assisting we can move the mountain we
have become.
In August I had the honour of jointly being the
MC at the Australian Martial Arts Hall of Fame
awards held in Melbourne, thanks to Kancho
Barry Bradshaw’s recommendation to ensure
our club had representation everywhere, when
our founder “Grand Master Frog” (not to be
confused with Master Splinter) was presented
the Martial Arts Legend award. This just further
acknowledges his contribution to the martial
arts. When I had the accident there wasn’t
a month that went by that Frog and Laraine
didn’t ring to check how I was going with my
rehabilitation and Laraine’s contribution to
our club, supporting Frog, should also be
acknowledged as it’s always a team effort.
I also would like to acknowledge David Clayton
and James Melhuish for their patience and
willingness to listen to what could be passed on
in what ever physical limitation. Also to all of
David’s students at Walkerville that have helped
me want to improve over the last year. It made
me realise how teaching helps us learn ourselves
so we can grow as individuals and maintain a
positive outlook on life.
Yours in budo
Craig Swingler
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Nuts
Renshi Alan Maconachie
Three instructors of the Academy martial art brave mid-30 degree temperatures, the great Australian
outdoors and waves of children ranging from around four to seven years of age for the love of our
art.
By 9:30am the morning temperature had
rocketed to 28 degrees. The day was rapidly
climbing into a zone of ‘what in the heck am
I doing this for, especially on a day like this’,
and I was beginning to think that I was in the
wrong place or in the wrong time. One had to
be nuts.

We were idly discussing our plan of attack when,
thank goodness, a mobile coffee service turned
up. An intoxicating aroma of freshly ground
coffee seeped into the olfactory gland, so Bergie
and Ed decided to make a beeline to the vendor
to reap the beneÞts of a pick-me-up. It was, after
all, morning tea time.

It had all started in mid-December 2008 with
an email from Bergie (Renshi Burgemeister to
yaawl) Þshing to see if anyone was or would
be interested in helping out at a most-of-a-day
YMCA workshop on our art.

Now fully alert and feeling like we could do the
stunts from a Chinese movie, the Þrst wave
slowly descended and crashed upon us. We
quickly formulated a plan. Bergie would be
up Þrst. We would show the kids how to kick
and punch then we would let them loose on
the kick bags. When they grew bored of this,
in about 1 minute, we would show a couple of
uncomplicated jujitsu moves.

Details at this stage were minimal to say the
least; still as it was to be held on a Wednesday
and having nothing better to do on that
particular day (I was able to postpone the
drudgery of domestic duties to another day)
my Þngers hit the keyboard with a reply in the
positive. What had I let myself in for?
After a conÞrmation email that the event would
take place on 14 January 2009, I rocked up to
the appointed place at the appointed time. No
person was in sight. I spotted a car way over on
the other side of the oval upon which I stood. I
was sure that I recognised it. Something caught
my eye; I turned my gaze in the direction of the
movement. Out of nowhere, like a ghost from the
past, appeared Shihan Eddy. I was not alone!
A short time later a YMCA school holiday
programme organiser strolled over to us and
we were briefed as to what we were in for. We
thought that we were supposed to show our
wares starting at 10 of the clock but, as things
turned out, we were not needed until 11:15 and
each session was to be 30 minutes. We had
about an hour of limbo to dispose of.
After the organiser left, we were still not quite
sure when our intended students would be
descending upon us or how many would be in
each wave. Once again details were sketchy.
Encased in his 4-wheel drive, Bergie Þnally
appeared in the car park and like ants on a raid,
we three congregated.
Bergie was unable to enlighten us any further
as to what we were supposed to do. The whole
thing, for our part, had eventuated with very
short notice. Not to worry, we can adapt to
any situation. We decided to play it as it came.
We would improvise as needed. If a wave of
kids looked like they were heading for us
then we would do our thing. I suggested that
running in the opposite direction would be
a good self-defence initiative. I pondered the
question, “Would they follow us?” I never got
the satisfaction of Þnding out.
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We lined the kids up about two arm lengths
apart and ran them through a few Clayton’s
warm-ups (you know; the warm up you’re
having when you are not having a warm-up).
All went pretty much according to plan for the
punching and kicking segment and we had to
almost sit on the little blighters to stop them
from attacking the bags.
Between the kicking, punching and jujitsu
segments, we grabbed a conscripted volunteer
and questioned the kids on, “what can you do
if...?” The usual answers ßowed forth then all
went pretty sedate. Suddenly from the near
quiet, the voice of a small girl of about Þve years
of age loudly announced, with some conviction,
“kick him in the nuts!” One could only internally
laugh and shake one’s head at such a strong
and somewhat amusing comment from a person
of so small a stature. As I tried not to make too
much of a carry on about her method of selfdefence, I commented to her that I would hate to
meet her in a dark alley in the future. Of course
her comment started off an echo of the same
through the ever so attention-hungry group.
A couple of waves later, one participant was
jumping up and pulling a tree branch down
dangerously low. He was told to stop his
behaviour several times by one of the YMCA
handlers. These requests went unheeded so,
while all was in chaos, I calmly went up to his
side as he once again executed his act. Putting
my hands lightly on his shoulders and my
mouth close to one of his ears I whispered, “now
are you going to stop and not do this again?” He
stopped what he was doing, let out a little yelp
and as he could not escape, he nodded his head
in agreement. He was speechless.
Somehow and only known to he and me, a
Þnger of mine had mysteriously come to rest on
a pressure point associated with his left ear. I
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looked over at his handler; she looked at us both
with astonishment, then a smile of amusement
and thanks appeared upon her face. The ever so
light and unobserved pressure did its thing and
peace was once again restored. That person did
not misbehave for the rest of that session.
This interlude started off a chorus of what did
you do, show me, show me. Personally I was
amazed at his reaction and how effective this
little trick was. Some things are best left a
mystery.

As the day continued, groups came and went
and, as each presented something different,
we changed our approach to cater for these
differences.
With a light wind keeping the heat, ßies and
bugs at bay, we three had to agree that it had
turned out to be a rather pleasant day under the
trees, in the shade, trying to keep the attention
of robust future handlers of this world. Who
would want to be any place else?
Ah, the things we do for the love of the art…

DO YOU WANT
YOUR BLACK BELT,
THEN JUMP
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